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The African Diaspora Public Affairs Committee CIC (ADPAC) is a civic and social umbrella that 
represents the socio-economic interests of the British African Diaspora population {African-
African/Caribbean-Mixed African origin}. We are currently a community interest company that 
will eventually evolve into a charity.

ADPAC CIC runs a number of civic projects that span the sectors of economics, education, 
employment, health, housing, politics, justice, trade and industry and media. We work across 
these areas to create initiatives that specifically benefit the British African Diaspora population.

Our Civic Solution Partnership holds frequent community consultations with various cohorts to 
gather intelligence and data on the British African Diaspora to ascertain anxieties, challenges, 
aspirations and ambitions in different areas for the purposes of analysing to form policies, write 
recommendation reports and create initiatives that specifically benefit the British African Dias-
pora.

We are funded through contracts, donations and grants that underwrite our various projects 
and initiatives. As a not for profit organisation we use all funding for capital purchases, over-
heads, wages, event venues, volunteer expenses, learning and propaganda materials, advertis-
ing, secondments and small grant giving.

All projects are evaluated and have a set of accounts {to provide transparency} that contrib-
utes to our annual accounts. All overages from projects not specifically spent within the project 
they are raised for are reinvested back into ADPAC CIC for overheads, audio visual public com-
munications or new project development.

Projects are chosen based on need and viability to deliver, then costed and turned into mile 
stones for project managers. Once we have a budget and schedule, we fundraise by seeking 
contracts and/or grant applications. 

The assets from capital purchased are owned by ADPAC CIC and used to execute projects for 
and on behalf of those we represent. If time comes that we sell any assets, those funds would 
be used to purchase upgraded versions of the assets we sold.

All funds go through the ADPAC CIC bank account sort: 04-00-75 A/C: 68116144 and our 
PayPal account: paypalme/adpacuk. No funds are conflated with personal accounts or those 
outside of ADPAC CIC accounts for ADPAC CIC business. 


